The past decade has experienced a continued increase in the popular use of Web services. Unfortunately, the growth of Web services, coupled with their their role as a vital source of news and information has lead to many well published sources of stress that tend to cripple performance at both the client and the server side [1, 4] . Our work considers one such type of stress, called a flash crowd. A flash crowd arrives as a tidal wave, where the initial (and largest) spike in traffic generally occurs within the first few minutes. This gives client and servers only a few tens of seconds to adapt to the incoming traffic! In addition, flash crowds are infrequent and unpredictable. Hence, any solution deployed to mitigate flash crowd must consist of: (1) proactive and real-time mechanisms to detect the flash crowd while (or even before) it happens, and (2) an initiation of immediate action that can mask the effects of the stress.
• Characteristics of flash crowds: We study the properties of six real flash crowds based on traces collected from the respective websites.
• Real-time Flash Crowd Detector: We present the design and implementation of a real-time stochastic detector of flash * This research was partly supported by National Science Foundation Grant ITR-0427089
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. crowds, running at the server. A detector must continuously monitor visitor traffic and resource utilization, and be able to immediately and accurately flag a flash crowd in real-time. Additionally, the detector must run efficiently, without consuming significant computational and memory resources, especially during normal operations. We find that our design enables us to detect a flash crowd while the event is happening.
• Comparison of existing solutions: We use flash crowd traces to compare the effectiveness of three of the four methodologies discussed above. We measure both network utilization of the server (a resource which directly affects the content provider's costs) and the quality of service as perceived by the clients (i.e., the turnaround latency for each request).
• Design of an Adaptive Cooperative Caching Solution: We combine our real-time flash crowd detector at the server, with a cooperative caching scheme among clients, to design an adaptive cooperative caching solution for flash crowds. We compare the performance of this scheme with the existing methodologies. Our results reveal that such an approach is extremely effective in turning a flash crowd into a smart mob.
